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We consider symbolic rhythm transcription: the problem of the conver-
sion of a sequence of timestamped notes, e.g. a MIDI file, into conventional
Western music notation [5]. This scenario can follow a transcription from
audio to MIDI, or occur in a context of score edition (input from a MIDI
keyboard), or algorithmic composition (when the sequence is the result of a
computation).
The fitness of a notation to a given a MIDI input is an intrinsically
ambiguous notion, as it depends strongly on the the musical context. We
propose a system available as a graphical component of the assisted compo-
sition environment OpenMusic [2], which privileges user interactions in order
to search for an appropriate balance between different criteria, in particular
the precision of the transcription and the readability of the musical scores
produced.
We followed for the development of this system [7] a uniform approach
where a set of preferred rhythm notations is specified a priori as a formal
tree language. We did this for two reasons. First, rhythm trees (RT) [1] are
a natural representation of the proportional rhythmic notation, encoding in
their hierarchical structure note durations defined by successive divisions of
the beat. Second, this approach benefits from well established formalisms
and algorithms for representing and processing tree languages (often applied
in the context of natural language processing).
More precisely, a language of preferred rhythm notations is defined as
a weighted tree automaton [3], associating to every RT a weight value rep-
resenting its complexity. Such automata are an internal representation and
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Figure 1: http://repmus.ircam.fr/cao/rq
can be specified by various parameters and combined by operations such as
union or intersection, providing a modular approach for the specification of
RT languages. Given such an automaton and an input sequence of times-
tamped notes, we can construct a second automaton associating to each RT
a rank defined as a combination of its complexity and its fitness to input.
Then, we use efficient dynamic programming algorithms for the lazy enu-
meration of RT, in ascending rank (aka k-best parsing [4]). This provides
a procedure for the on-the-fly enumeration of a (possibly very large) set of
transcription solutions, from the best one to the worst one.
Its implementation is carried out via a dedicated interface in OpenMusic,
offering the user the possibility to choose her favorite transcriptions in an
interactive way, by exploring the solutions space, with visualizating and local
editing. A particular attention has been paid to the processing of grace notes
and rests in this setting. Moreover, the choices of the user permit to refine
the initial model of RT language.
The above procedure of rhythm quantization has been extended to deal
with tempo detection. Both problems have been tightly coupled thanks to
our modular approach based on RT language enumeration. Indeed, assuming
that the input is divided into segments with constant tempi, we can encode
in the weighted tree automata an initial step of division of each segment in
beats (as an higher tree stage), defining a tempo. Initial segmentation can
be user defined or rely on a procedure such as [6].
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